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COMMISSION DES VOEUX POUR LA REVISION DE LA 
COBVSïïïIOïï DE GENEVE

The Protection of Ambulance Aeroplanes and Hospital Airships.
By Prank Hastings, C.B.E.

1) . The Science of Aeronautics having developed so rapid
ly, the stability and practicability of aircraft is now so assured 
as to enable it to be utilised with complete confidence for the 
transport of the sick and wounded.

2) . The manifest advantages of aerial methods for the 
convoy of patients suffering from paralysis, abdominal wounds and 
other serious injuries have only to be mentioned to be appreciated

3) . Indeed the want of sufficient practical experience 
in this connection should not deter the members og this Xth Confe
rence from energetically devcthing\themselves to the study of this 
important problem, which is ture 1 0 engage the close attention
of all Governments and Red Cross Societies in the near future.
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5) . The Advent of Aircraft to the realm of Red Cross 
activity necessitates its proper role to be defined and provision 
made for protection under the Geneva Convention, when engaged in 
the transport of sicx and wounded, as the difficulties attendant 
upon the employement of such craft are obvious in view of the long 
range of modern gung, the possibility of their being overhauled 
and relieved of their petrol ana necessaries by hhstile craft and 
their right to cross territory of neutral States.

6) « Moreover, it must be borne in mind that aircraft 
cannot be blindfolded in the sense that an individual can thus 
rendering the maintenance of a strict neutrality by all concerned 
no easy matter„
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?)» I hope that as an outcome of the ensuing discussion 
upon this subject the Conference will agree that the time is oppor
tune to recommend ss an addition to the Geneva Convention of a 
Chapter containing articles to protect aircraft when utilised 
in the transport of the wounded,

8). I therefore, move
THAT the tenth International Red Cross Conference begs 

the International Red Cross Committee to request 
the Governments which are parties to the'. Geneva 
Convention to convoke an International Conference 
to revise the Geneva Convention and to include 
in such revision as an additional Chapter, a series 
of articles defining the status and protection to 
be accorded tc Ambulance Aeroplanes and Hospital 
Airships when engaged in the transport of sick 
and wounded in time of war.


